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Abstract

A novel method is presented and explored within the framework of Potts neural networks for solving optimization

problems with a non-trivial topology, with the airline crew scheduling problem as a target application. The key in-

gredient to handle the topological complications is a propagator de®ned in terms of Potts neurons. The approach is

tested on arti®cial problems generated with two real-world problems as templates. The results are compared against the

properties of the corresponding unrestricted problems. The latter are subject to a detailed analysis in a companion

paper (M. Lagerholm, C. Peterson, B. S�oderberg, submitted to European Journal of Operational Research). Very good

results are obtained for a variety of problem sizes. The computer time demand for the approach only grows like

(number of ¯ights)3. A realistic problem typically is solved within minutes, partly due to a prior reduction of the

problem size, based on an analysis of the local arrival/departure structure at the single airports. To facilitate the reading

for audiences not familiar with Potts neurons and mean ®eld (MF) techniques, a brief review is given of recent advances

in their application to resource allocation problems. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Arti®cial Neural Networks (ANN) have over
the last decade emerged as powerful tools for
``intelligent'' computing. Most attention has been
paid to feed-forward architectures for pattern
recognition and prediction problems. Conceptu-
ally, these approaches tie nicely into existing sta-
tistical and interpolation/extrapolation schemes.

The application of feedback ANN methods to
combinatorial optimization problems [2±5] also
looks very promising. In contrast to most search
and heuristics methods, the ANN-based approach
to optimization does not fully or partly explore the
space of possible con®gurations; rather, the ANN
``feels'' its way through a continuous space of
fuzzy con®gurations towards a good ®nal solution.
The intermediate fuzzy con®gurations have a
natural probabilistic interpretation.

Typically, two basic steps are involved when
using ANN to ®nd good solutions to combinatorial
optimization problems [6]: (1) map the problem
onto a neural network (spin) system with a prob-
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lem-speci®c energy function, and (2) minimize the
energy by means of a deterministic process based
on the iteration of mean ®eld (MF) equations.

Initially, most applications concerned fairly
arti®cial problems like the traveling salesman
problem, various graph partition problems [2,3]
and knapsack problems [7,8]. In Refs. [9,10], a
more realistic problem (high school scheduling)
was addressed. In all these applications, topologi-
cal complication was not an issue, and could be
dealt with in a straightforward way using ``stan-
dard'' ANN energy functions similar to those en-
countered in spin physics.

Recently, a formalism has been developed
within the feedback ANN paradigm to handle
applications with more complicated topologies,
like airline crew scheduling and telecommunica-
tion routing problems [11,12]. This paper deals
with airline crew scheduling using the techniques
brie¯y reported in Ref. [11].

In airline crew scheduling, a given ¯ight
schedule is to be covered by a set of crew rotations,
each consisting in a connected sequence of ¯ights
(legs), that begins and ends at a distinguished
airport, the home base (HB). The total crew time is
to be minimized, subject to a number of restric-
tions on the rotations.

A commonly used approach to this problem
proceeds in two steps: (1) First a large pool of
feasible crew rotations that conform with the re-
strictions is generated (this is often referred to as
column or matrix generation) and (2) with such a
set as a starting point, the problem is then refor-
mulated as ®nding the best subset of rotations such
that each ¯ight is covered precisely once. This
transforms the problem into a set partitioning
problem (see e.g. Ref. [13] and references therein).
Solutions to this standard problem are then found
by approximate methods based on e.g. linear
programming; more recently an exact branch-and-
cut method has been used [13]. Even for moderate
problem sizes, feasible rotations exist in astro-
nomical numbers, and the pool has to be incom-
plete; this approach is therefore non-exhaustive.

Feedback ANN methods could be used to attack
the resulting set partitioning problem. In fact, ANN
methods have been successfully applied to the
similar knapsack and set covering problems

[7,8,14]. We will, however, follow a completely
di�erent pathway in approaching the airline crew
scheduling problem: First, the full solution space is
narrowed down using a reduction technique that
removes a large part of the sub-optimal solutions.
Then, an MF annealing approach based on a Potts
neuron encoding is applied. A key feature here is the
use of a recently developed propagator formalism
[11] for handling topology, leg counting, etc.

The method is explored on a set of synthetic
problems, which are generated to resemble two
real-world problems representing long and medi-
um distance services. The algorithm performs well
with respect to solution quality, with a computa-
tional requirement that at worst grows like N 3

f ,
where Nf is the number of ¯ights.

The reduction technique employed, and the
evaluation of the test problem results, rely heavily
upon exploiting the properties of the solutions to
the corresponding unconstrained problem, which
decomposes into a local problem at each airport,
and is solvable in polynomial time. A fairly ex-
tensive analysis of these properties is given in a
companion article [1].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we de®ne the problems under study, and Section 3
contains a discussion of the properties of the un-
restricted local problems. Our method for initial
reduction of the problem size is presented in Sec-
tion 4. A generic brief review of the art of mapping
resource allocation problems onto spin (neuron)
systems, and a description of the MF annealing
procedure, can be found in Section 5, and in Sec-
tion 6 the Potts MF method for airline crew
scheduling is presented. Section 7 contains per-
formance measurements on a set of test problems,
and ®nally in Section 8 we give a brief summary
and outlook. Appendix A de®nes a toy problem
that is used throughout the paper for illustrating
the di�erent techniques, while details on the Potts
ANN algorithm and the problem generator can be
found in Appendices B and C, respectively.

2. Problem de®nition

In a realistic airline crew scheduling problem
one wants to minimize labour and other costs
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associated with a schedule of ¯ights with speci®ed
times and airports of departure and arrival, subject
to a number of safety and union constraints.
Typically, a real-world ¯ight schedule has a basic
period of one week.

The problem considered in this work is some-
what stripped. We limit ourselves to minimizing
the total crew waiting-time, subject to the con-
straints:
· The crews must follow connected ¯ight sequenc-

es ± rotations ± starting and ending at the HB.
· The number of ¯ight legs in a rotation must not

exceed a given upper bound.
· The total duration (¯ight-time + waiting-time)

of a rotation is similarly bounded.
We believe that these are the crucial and di�-

cult constraints; additional real-world constraints
we have ignored do not constitute further chal-
lenges from an algorithmic point of view.

Throughout this paper, we will use a small toy
problem, depicted in Fig. 1, to illustrate our ap-
proach. The underlying ¯ight data can be found in
Appendix A.

Prior to developing our ANN method, we will
describe a technique to simplify the problem,
based on an analysis of the local ¯ight structure at
each airport.

3. Properties of the unrestricted solutions

A solution to a given crew scheduling problem
is speci®ed by providing, at each airport (except

HB), a one-to-one mapping between the arriving
and departing ¯ights. This implicitly de®nes the
crew rotations.

It is the global constraints that make the crew
scheduling problem a challenge. In the absence of
these, there will be no interaction between the
mappings at di�erent airports; accordingly, the
waiting-times can be minimized independently at
each airport. This simpli®ed problem will be re-
ferred to as the corresponding unrestricted prob-
lem; it is solvable in polynomial time. A detailed
analysis of the statistical properties of such prob-
lems is presented in Ref. [1]. Here we brie¯y des-
cribe the results from Ref. [1] needed for our
preprocessing and analysis of the results.

Summing the resulting minimal waiting-times
over the airports de®nes the minimal unrestricted
waiting-time, denoted by T unr

wait. This provides a
lower bound to the minimal waiting-time for the
full problem. Empirically, this bound is almost
always saturated, i.e. among the minimal solutions
to the unrestricted problem, a solution to the full
problem can be found. This can be understood as
follows.

At a single airport, the waiting-time for a given
mapping is obtained by adding together the wait-
ing-times for each arrival±departure pair (ij), given
by

t�w�ij � t�dep�
j

�
ÿ t�arr�

i

�
mod period: �1�

Thus, the sum over pairs can only change by an
integer number of periods. At a large airport, the
minimum often is highly degenerate: For a ran-
dom problem, the local ground-state degeneracy
typically scales as �N=2e�N for an airport with
N � 1 departures per period [1]. Consequently,
the total number of minimal solutions to a com-
plete unrestricted problem, de®ned as the product
of the individual airport degeneracies, will be very
large, and it is not inconceivable that a solution
satisfying the constraints can be found among this
set.

By insisting on ground-states, the state-space
typically can be reduced by a factor of 2 for each
¯ight. Part of this reduction is due to airports
being split into smaller parts, which on the average
gives a factor of 2 for each airport. This will beFig. 1. An illustration of the problem of Table 5.
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exploited in the next section, to reduce the size of a
restricted problem. The unrestricted ground-states
will also be used when gauging the performance of
our Potts approach.

4. Reduction of problem size

By demanding a minimal waiting-time, the
unrestricted local problem at each airport (ex-
cluding the HB) typically can be further split up
into independent subproblems, each containing a
subset of the arrivals and an equally large subset of
the departures. Some of these are trivial, forcing
the crew of an arrival to continue to a particular
departure.

Similarly, by demanding a solution with T unr
wait

also for the constrained global problem, this can
be reduced as follows:
· Airport fragmentation: Divide each airport into

e�ective airports corresponding to the unrestrict-
ed local subproblems.

· Flight clustering: Join every forced sequence of
¯ights into one e�ective composite ¯ight, which
will thus represent more than one leg and have
a formal duration de®ned as the sum of the du-
rations of its legs and the waiting-times between
them.
Every problem will be preprocessed based on

these two reduction methods, which will be ex-
plained in more detail below. In instances where
no solution obeying the global constraints is found
within the reduced solution space, one can attempt
to solve the problem with no preprocessing. This
was not necessary for any of the probed problems.

4.1. Airport fragmentation

Inspecting the local arrival and departure times
reveals which airports can be fragmented (for a full
discussion, see Ref. [1]). In the toy example of
Fig. 1, airports B and D can be split (see Fig. 2).

For airport B there is only one possibility for
connecting the ¯ights without adding a period to
the local waiting-time, yielding three e�ective air-
ports (B1, B2 and B3). Similarly, airport D can be
divided into two e�ective airports (D1 and D2).

The structure that results from this fragmentation
is shown in Fig. 3(a).

4.2. Flight clustering

The airport fragmentation typically leads to
several e�ective airports having only one arrival
¯ight and one departure ¯ight. Hence we can
combine these into e�ective composite ¯ights
(¯ight clustering), with a formal duration obtained
by adding together the ¯ight duration times and
the embedded waiting-times, and an intrinsic leg-
count given by the number of proper ¯ights in-
cluded. The resulting structure for the toy problem
is shown in Fig. 3b and Table 6.

The reduced problem thus obtained di�ers from
the original problem only in an essential reduction
of the sub-optimal part of the solution space; the
part with minimal waiting-time is una�ected. The
resulting information gain, taken as the natural
logarithm of the decrease in size of the solution
space, empirically seems to scale approximately
like 2� �number of flights�, and ranges from 100
to 2000 for the problems probed. This is consid-
erably more than for a completely random, un-
structured problem, where the gain is expected to
scale like log 2� �number of airports� [1].

4.3. The kernel problem

The reduced problem may in most cases be
further separated into a set of independent sub-
problems, connected only via the HB; these can be

Fig. 2. Arrival and departure times for airports B and D in the

toy example. The dotted ellipses mark the fragments into which

the airports can be divided.
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solved one by one. Some of the composite ¯ights
will formally arrive at the same e�ective airport
they started from. This does not pose a problem;
indeed, if the airport in question is the HB, such a
single ¯ight constitutes a separate (trivial) sub-
problem, representing an entire forced rotation.
Typically, one of the subproblems will be much
larger than the rest, and will be referred to as the
kernel problem, while the remaining subproblems
will be essentially trivial.

In this way, our toy problem decomposes into
two independent subproblems, one containing the
single composite ¯ight 9-10-11, the other contain-
ing the ¯ights 1-2-3, 4-5, 6-7, and 8. The latter
de®nes the kernel problem for our toy example.
Relabeling the composite ¯ights gives the structure
shown in Fig. 4. In the formalism below, we allow
for the possibility that the problem to be solved
has been reduced as described above, which means
that ¯ights may be composite. In what follows we
limit ourselves to the kernel problem.

5. Optimization with feedback neural networks

In this section we give a mini-review of how to
map resource allocation problems onto feedback
neural networks and the MF methodology for
®nding good solutions to such systems. Much of
the formalism here originates from spin models in
physics. Hence we will initially denote the basic
degrees of freedom ``spins''. After discussing the
MF approximation the term ``neuron'' will be
used. We start out with a binary (Ising) system and
then proceed to a multi-valued (Potts) system. The
latter is the most relevant for the crew scheduling
problem.

5.1. The Ising system

The Ising system is de®ned by the energy
function

E � ÿ 1

2

X
ij

wijsisj; �2�

where the binary spins si � �1 represent local
magnetic properties of some material, and xij how
these spins couple to each other. Minimizing E in
Eq. (2) yields the spin con®guration of the system.

Feedback networks for resource allocation
problems with binary variables have a similar
form. One such example is the graph bisection

Fig. 4. The kernel of the toy problem. The ¯ights have been

relabeled (see Table 6).

Fig. 3. (a) The e�ective airports resulting from airport fragmentation for the toy-problem. (b) The composite ¯ights due to a subse-

quent ¯ight clustering.
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problem, where si encodes to what partition node i
is assigned and wij � 0; 1 de®nes the problem in
terms of whether i and j are connected or not. To
enforce equal partition,

P
si � 0, Eq. (2) needs to

be augmented with a soft penalty term. One gets

E � ÿ 1

2

X
ij

wijsisj � a
2

X
i

si

 !2

; �3�

equivalent to making the replacement
wij ! wij ÿ a. The imbalance parameter a sets the
relative strength between the cutsize and the bal-
ancing term. The next step is to ®nd an e�cient
procedure for minimizing the energy in Eqs. (2)
and (3) aiming for the global minimum.

5.2. Ising mean ®eld equations

If one attempts to minimize the energy of
Eq. (3) according to a local optimization rule, the
system will very likely end up in a local minimum
close to the starting point, which is not desired. A
better method is to use a stochastic algorithm that
allows for uphill moves. One such method is sim-
ulated annealing (SA) [15], in which a sequence of
con®gurations is generated, emulating the Boltz-
mann distribution

P �s� � 1

Z
eÿE�s�=T ; �4�

with neighbourhood search methods. In Eq. (4), Z
is the partition function,

Z �
X
�s�

eÿE�s�=T ; �5�

needed for normalization, and the width or tem-
perature T represents the noise level of the system.
For T ! 0 the Boltzmann distribution collapses
into a delta function around the con®guration
minimizing E. By generating con®gurations at
successively lower T (annealing) these are less
likely to get stuck in local minima than if T � 0
from the start. Needless to say, such a procedure
can be very CPU consuming.

The MF approach aims at approximating the
stochastic SA method with a deterministic process.
This can be derived in two steps. First Z in Eq. (5)

is rewritten in terms of an integral over new con-
tinuous variables ui and vi. Then Z is approxi-
mated by the maximum value of its integrand.

To this end, introduce a new set of real-valued
variables vi, one for each spin, and set them equal
to the spins with a Dirac delta function. Then we
can express the energy in terms of the new vari-
ables, and Z takes the form

Z �
X
�s�

Z
d�v�eÿE�v�=T

Y
i

d�si ÿ vi�

�
X
�s�

Z
d�v�

Z
d�u�eÿE�v�=T

Y
i

eui�siÿvi�; �6�

where the delta functions have been rewritten by
introducing a new set of variables ui. Then carry
out the original sum over �s� and write the product
as a sum in the exponent:

Z /
Z

d�v�
Z

d�u�

� exp

 
ÿ E�v�=T ÿ

X
i

uivi �
X

i

log coshui

!
:

�7�
The original partition function is now rewritten
entirely in terms of the new variables �u; v�, with an
e�ective energy in the exponent. So far no ap-
proximation has been made. We next approximate
Z in Eq. (6) by the extremal value of the integrand
obtained for

vi � tanh ui� � � tanh

�
ÿ oE�v�

ovi
=T
�
: �8�

The MF variables (or neurons) vi can be seen as
approximations to the thermal averages hsiiT of
the original binary spins. The MF equations
(Eq. (8)) are solved iteratively, either synchro-
nously or asynchronously, under annealing in T.
This de®nes a feedback ANN.

The dynamics of such an ANN typically ex-
hibits a behaviour with two phases: When the
temperature T is high, the sigmoid function,
tanh��=T � in Eq. (8), becomes very smooth, and
the system relaxes into a trivial ®xed point,
v�0�i � 0. As the temperature is lowered a phase
transition (bifurcation) occurs at T � Tc, where v�0�i
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becomes unstable, and as T ! 0, ®xed points
v���i � �1 emerge representing a speci®c decision
made as to the solution to the optimization
problems in question. The position of Tc depends
upon wij and can be estimated by linearizing the
sigmoid around v�0�i , i.e. linearizing Eq. (8). Based
on such an analysis, one can devise a reliable,
parallelizable ``black box'' algorithm for solving
problems of this kind.

Very good numerical results have been ob-
tained for the graph bisection problem (see Ref. [3]
for references) for a wide range of problem sizes.
The solutions are comparable in quality to those of
the SA method, but the CPU time consumption is
lower than any other known method of compa-
rable performance. The approach of course be-
comes even more competitive with respect to time
consumption if the intrinsic parallelism is exploit-
ed on dedicated hardware.

The MF approach di�ers fundamentally from
many other heuristics, in that the evolution of the
solutions starts outside the proper state-space, and
then gradually approaches the hypercube corners
in solution space. This feature indicates a relation
to interior point methods [16]. Indeed, as was
pointed out in Ref. [17], if the e�ective (or free)
energy is convex, a variant of MF annealing can be
obtained, which is equivalent to the interior point
method [18].

5.3. The Potts system

For graph bisection and many other optimi-
zation problems, an encoding in terms of binary
elementary variables is natural. However, there
are many problems where this is not the case. In
many cases it is more natural to replace the two-
state Ising spins by multi-valued Potts spins,
which have K possible values (states). For our
purposes, the best representation of a Potts spin is
in terms of a vector in the Euclidean space EK .
Thus, denoting a spin variable by s �
�s1; s2; . . . ; sK�, the jth possible state is given by the
jth principal unit vector, de®ned by sj � 1, sk � 0
for k 6� j. These vectors point to the corners of a
regular K-simplex. They are each normalized and
ful®ll the condition

X
k

sk � 1; �9�

and they are mutually orthogonal.

5.4. Potts mean ®eld equations

The MF equations for a system of K-state Potts
spins si � �si1; si2; . . . ; siK� with an energy E�s� are
derived following the same path as in the Ising case
± rewrite the partition function as an integral over
vi and ui and approximate it with the maximum
value of the integrand. One obtains

uij � ÿ oE�v�
ovij

=T ; �10�

vij � euijP
k euik

; �11�

from which it follows that the MF Potts neurons vi,
which approximate the thermal average of si, satisfy

vij > 0;
X

j

vij � 1: �12�

One can think of the neuron component vij as the
probability for the ith Potts spin to be in state j.
For K � 2 one recovers the formalism of the Ising
case in a slightly disguised form.

Supplying the Potts neurons with a dynamics
based on iterating Eqs. (10) and (11), yields a Potts
ANN. Again one can typically analyze the linear-
ized dynamics in order to estimate the critical
temperature Tc. We refer the reader to Ref. [3] for
details.

It is often advantageous to replace the deriva-
tive in Eq. (10) with the corresponding di�erence,

uij � ÿ Ejvij�1

�
ÿ Ejvij�0

�
=T ; �13�

which will be used in the airline crew problem
below.

6. Potts neural approach to the crew scheduling

problem

6.1. Encoding

We are now ready to encode the airline crew
problem in terms of Potts spins. A naive way to do
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this would be to mimic what was done in the
teachers-and-classes problem in Refs. [9,10], where
each event (lecture) was mapped onto a resource
unit (lecture-room + time-slot). This would re-
quire a Potts spin for each ¯ight to handle the
mapping onto crews.

Since the problem consists in linking together
sequences of (composite) ¯ights into rotations, it
appears more natural to choose an encoding where
each ¯ight i is mapped, via a Potts spin, onto the
¯ight j to follow it in the rotation:

sij �
1 if flight i precedes flight j in

a rotation;
0 otherwise;

8<:
where it is understood that j be restricted to depart
from the (e�ective) airport where i arrives. In or-
der to ensure that proper rotations are formed,
each ¯ight has to be mapped onto precisely one
other ¯ight. This restriction is inherent in the Potts
spin formulation, which is de®ned to have pre-
cisely one component ``on'', as is evident from
Eq. (9).

To start or terminate a rotation, we introduce
dummy ¯ights a and b of zero duration and in-
trinsic leg count, available only at the HB, repre-
senting the start/end of a rotation ± at the HB, a is
formally mapped onto every departure, and every
arrival is mapped onto b.

We illustrate the Potts encoding by one par-
ticular solution to the toy kernel problem of
Fig. 4, where ¯ight 1 is connected to ¯ight 2, and
¯ight 3 to ¯ight 4. In Eq. (14) the ``border'' entries
of s corresponding to the dummy ¯ights a (i; j � 0)
and b (i; j � N � 1) are marked in bold face.

s �

0 1 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA: �14�

Global topological properties, leg counts and du-
rations of rotations, etc., cannot be described in a
simple way by polynomial functions of the spins.
Instead, they are conveniently handled by means
of a propagator matrix P, de®ned in terms of the
Potts spin matrix s by

Pij � �1
�
ÿ s�ÿ1

�
ij

� dij � sij �
X

k

sikskj �
X

kl

siksklslj

�
X
klm

siksklslmsmj � � � � : �15�

A pictorial expansion of the propagator is shown
in Fig. 5. The interpretation is obvious: Pij counts
the number of connecting paths from ¯ight i to j.
The P-matrix corresponding to the toy problem
solution of Eq. (14) is given by

P �

1 1 1 1 1 2

0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA; �16�

where one ®nds two paths from a to b (Pab � 2), as
there should be ± one via 1-2 and one via 3-4.

Similarly, an element of the matrix square of P,

P 2
ÿ �

ij
�
X

k

PikPkj � dij � 2sij � 3
X

k

sikskj � � � � ;

�17�
counts the total number of composite legs in the
connecting paths between i and j, while the num-
ber of proper legs is given by

~Lij �
X

k

PikLkPkj

� dijLi � sij Li

ÿ � Lj

��X
k

sikskj Li

ÿ � Lk � Lj

�
� � � � ; �18�

Fig. 5. Expansion of the propagator Pij () in terms of sij. A line represents a ¯ight, and (�) a landing.
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where Lk is the intrinsic number of single legs in
the composite ¯ight k. For the toy model solution,
we get

P2 �

1 2 3 2 3 8

0 1 2 0 0 3

0 0 1 0 0 2

0 0 1 2 3

0 0 0 0 1 2

0 0 0 0 0 1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA; �19�

~L �

0 3 5 2 3 8

0 3 5 0 0 5
0 0 2 0 0 2

0 0 0 2 3 3

0 0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA; �20�

based on the intrinsic leg counts 3, 2, 2, and 1, for
the ¯ights 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The path via
1-2 has 5 legs, and the one via 3-4 has 3 legs,
making a total leg count of 8 for all paths from a
to b, as can be read o� from the upper right corner
(~Lab � 8).

The average leg count of the connecting paths is
then given by

Lij �
~Lij

Pij
; �21�

and for the average duration (¯ight + waiting-
time) of the paths from i to j one has

Tij �
P

k Pikt �f�k Pkj �
P

kl Pikt �w�kl sklPlj

Pij
; �22�

where t�f�i denotes the duration of the composite
¯ight i, including the embedded waiting-time. The
averaging is accomplished by the division with Pij.
In principle, this could lead to unde®ned expres-
sions in cases with Pij � 0. This will be no problem,
since we will only be interested in cases either with
i � a, probing the path from a to j, i.e. the part up
to j of the rotation containing j, or j � b, probing
the path from i to b, i.e. the part after and in-
cluding i of the rotation to which i belongs.

Furthermore, any improper loops (such as ob-
tained e.g. if two ¯ights are mapped onto each
other) will make P singular ± for a proper set of
rotations, det P � 1.

6.2. Mean ®eld dynamics

In the MF formalism the basic dynamical
variables are v rather than s; correspondingly, we
will use a probabilistic propagator P, de®ned as
the matrix inverse of 1ÿ v, in analogy with
Eq. (15), but with s replaced by v. The clearcut
structure seen in the toy-model matrices in
Eqs. (14) and (16), will only emerge as T ! 0.

Rather than ®nding a suitable energy function in
terms of the matrices v and P, we have chosen a more
pragmatic approach by directly writing down the
local ®elds uij, bypassing Eq. (10). The corre-
sponding MFs vij are obtained from the MF equa-
tions (Eq. (11)); they have an obvious interpretation
of probabilities (for ¯ight i to be followed by j).

In the MF equations (Eq. (11)) vij will be up-
dated for one ¯ight i at a time, by ®rst zeroing the
ith row of v (and updating P correspondingly), and
then computing the relevant local ®elds uij entering
Eq. (11) as

uij � ÿ c1

T
t�w�ij ÿ

c2

T

X
k

vkj ÿ c3

T
log

1

1ÿ Pji

� �

ÿ c4

T
W T �ij�rot

�
ÿ T max

rot

�
ÿ c5

T
W L �ij�

rot

�
ÿ L�max�

rot

�
;

�23�
where j is restricted to be a possible continuation
¯ight to i. It is di�cult, and not necessary from the
viewpoint of algorithmic performance, to ®nd en-
ergy functions corresponding to the fourth and
®fth terms in Eq. (23). In contrast, the ®rst and
second terms are straightforward in this respect,
and the third term originates from an energy term
�log det P. The ®ve di�erent terms in Eq. (23)
serve the following purposes:
1. Cost term: The local waiting-time t�w�ij between

¯ight i and j.
2. Penalizes solutions where two ¯ights point to

the same next ¯ight.
3. Suppresses improper loops. Pji ! 1 if a path

j! i exists, i.e. if a loop is formed if i connects
with j. The penalty approaches1 when Pji ! 1.

4. Prohibits violation of the bound T max
rot on total

rotation time, where T �ij�rot stands for the dura-
tion of the resulting rotation if i were to be
mapped onto j.
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5. Prohibits violation of the bound Lmax
rot on total

number of legs, where L�ij�rot is the resulting num-
ber of legs in the rotation if i were to be mapped
onto j.

In Eq. (23), the rotation time T �ij�rot and the leg
count L�ij�rot are given as

T �ij�rot � Tai � t�w�ij � Tjb; �24�

L�ij�rot � Lai � Ljb; �25�
in terms of Eqs. (22) and (21).

The penalty function W, used to enforce the
inequality constraints [7], is de®ned by W�x� �
xH�x� where H is the Heaviside step function. It
turns out, as will be discussed below, that the
performance of the algorithm is fairly insensitive
to the choice of the relative strengths ci occurring
in Eq. (23).

After an initial computation of the propagator
P from scratch, it is subsequently updated ac-
cording to the Sherman±Morrison algorithm for
incremental matrix inversion [19]. An update of
the ith row of v, vij ! vij � dj, generates precisely
the following change in the propagator P:

Pkl ! Pkl � Pkizl

1ÿ zi
; �26�

with

zl �
X

j

djPjl: �27�

Inverting the matrix from scratch would take
O(N3) operations, while the (exact) scheme devised
above only requires O(N2) per row.

In principle, a proper value for an initial tem-
perature can be estimated from linearizing the
dynamics of the MF equations. The neurons are
initialized close to the trivial ®xed point. A com-
mon annealing schedule for the updating, based on
iterating the MF Eqs. (11) and (26), is to decrease
T by a ®xed factor per iteration.

As the temperature goes to zero, a solution
crystallizes in a winner-takes-all dynamics: for
each ¯ight i, the largest uij determines the contin-
uation ¯ight j to be chosen.

Implementation details of the algorithm can be
found in Appendix B.

6.2.1. Parallelizing the algorithm
One obstacle, if one wants to parallelize the

algorithm, is that the scheme above, Eqs. (26) and
(27), for updating P is non-local, in that all matrix
elements of P are updated due to a change in a
single neuron vi. An alternative method using only
local information on v and P is to update row i of
P according to

Pim ! dim �
X

j

vijPjm; �28�

in connection with updating the corresponding
row of v. If each ¯ight keeps track of its own row
of P, all information needed can be obtained from
the possible continuation ¯ights j (``neighbours'')
to ¯ight i. This scheme gives convergence towards
the exact inverse; a similar method has been suc-
cessfully used in the context of communication
routing [12].

The handling of the global time and leg con-
straints of a rotation could be tackled in a similar
manner, with each ¯ight keeping track of the time
and number of legs used both from a to itself and
from itself to b, where a and b are the dummy
¯ights starting and terminating a rotation. The
information needed to calculate T �ij�rot and L�ij�rot then
is local to i and its neighbours j.

7. Test problems

In choosing test problems our aim has been to
maintain a reasonable degree of realism, while
avoiding unnecessary complication and at the same
time not limiting ourselves to a few real-world
problems, where one can always tune parameters
and procedures to get a good performance. In or-
der to accomplish this we have analyzed two typical
real-world template problems obtained from a
major airline: one consisting of long distance (LD),
the other of short/medium distance (SMD) ¯ights.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, LD ¯ight time distri-
butions are centered around long times, with a
small hump for shorter times representing local
continuations of long ¯ights. The SMD ¯ight times
have a more compact distribution.

For each template we have made a distinct
problem generator producing random problems
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resembling the template. For algorithm details see
Appendix C.

Due to the excessive time consumption of the
available exact methods, the performance of the
Potts approach cannot be tested against these ±
except for in this context quite small problems,
for which the Potts solution quality matches that
of an exact algorithm. For arti®cial problems of
more realistic size we circumvent this obstacle in
the following way: since problems are generated
by producing a legal set of rotations, we add in
the generator a ®nal check that the implied so-
lution yields T unr

wait; if not, a new problem is gen-
erated. Theoretically, this might introduce a bias
in the problem ensemble; empirically, however,
no problems have had to be redone. Also the two
template problems turn out to be solvable at
T unr

wait.

Each problem then is reduced as described
above (using a negligible amount of computer
time), and the kernel problem is stored as a list of
¯ights, with all traces of the generating rotations
removed.

8. Results

We have tested the performance of the Potts
MF approach for both LD and SMD kernel
problems of varying sizes. The values used for the
coe�cients ci in Eq. (23) are displayed in Table 1.
One should stress that these parameter settings
have been used for the entire range of problem
sizes probed. For the LD problems the bounds on
a rotation are chosen as

T max
rot � 10 000; �29�

Lmax
rot � 15; �30�

and to

T max
rot � 6000; �31�

Lmax
rot � 25; �32�

for the SMD problems.
A typical evolution of the individual neuron

components vij is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8 the
evolution of the number of legs of all the rota-
tions (de®ned by Lib where i is a departure ¯ight
from HB) for two di�erent values of the bound
Lmax

rot .
When evaluating a solution obtained with the

Potts approach, a check is done as to whether it is
legal (if not, a simple post-processor tries to re-
stores legality ± this is only occasionally needed),
then the solution quality is probed by measuring
the excess waiting-time R,

Table 1

The coe�cients used in Eq. (23)

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

Periodÿ1 1 1 hT rotiÿ1 hLrotiÿ1

hT roti is the average duration per rotation (based on T unr
wait), and

hLroti the average leg count, both of which can be computed

beforehand.

Fig. 6. Flight time distributions in minutes for: (a) LD; (b)

SMD template problems.
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R � T wait
Potts ÿ T unr

wait

period
; �33�

which is a non-negative integer for a legal solution.
For a given problem size, as given by the de-

sired number of airports Na and ¯ights Nf , a set of
10 distinct problems is generated. Each problem is
subsequently reduced, and the Potts algorithm is
applied to the resulting kernel problem. The so-
lutions are evaluated, and the average R for the set
is computed. The results for a set of problem sizes
ranging from Nf �75±1000 are shown in Tables 2
and 3; for the two template problems see Table 4.

The results are quite impressive ± the Potts al-
gorithm has solved all problems, and with a very
modest CPU time consumption, of which the
major part is used in updating the P matrix, using
the fast method of Eqs. (26) and (27). The itera-
tion time scales like �N eff

f �3 / N 3
f with a small

prefactor. This should be multiplied by the number
of iterations needed ± empirically between 20 and
40, independently of problem size. 3

9. Summary

We have developed an MF Potts approach for
®nding good solutions to airline crew scheduling
problems resembling real-world situations.

A key feature is the handling of global entities,
sensitive to the dynamically changing ``fuzzy'' to-
pology, by means of a propagator formalism. This
is a novel ingredient in ANN-based approaches to
resource allocation problems. Another important
ingredient is the problem size reduction achieved
by airport fragmentation and ¯ight clustering,
narrowing down the solution space by removing
much of the sub-optimal part. This is done by

3 The minor apparent deviation from the expected scaling in

Tables 2±4 are due to an anomalous scaling of the Digital

DXML library routines employed; the number of elementary

operations does scale like N3
f .

Fig. 8. Evolution of Lib for all departure ¯ights from the HB, i,

for the template LD problem. The dotted lines denote Lmax
rot .

Fig. 7. Evolution of neuron components vij as the temperature

is lowered for the template LD problem.
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exploiting the local properties of the correspond-
ing unrestricted problems [1].

High quality solutions are consistently found
throughout a range of problem sizes without hav-
ing to ®ne-tune the parameters, with a time con-
sumption scaling as the cube of the problem size.
The performance of the Potts algorithm is probed
by comparing to the unrestricted optimal solutions.

At ®rst sight, the Potts algorithm appears dif-
®cult to implement in a parallel way with its global

quantities. A concurrent implementations can be
facilitated, however, by localizing all information.

The basic approach presented here is easy to
adapt to other applications, in particular in com-
munication routing [12].
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Appendix A. A toy example

In this Appendix we de®ne and analyze a small
toy example with ®ve airports, that is used
throughout this paper to illustrate the various
steps. When exploring the performance of the al-
gorithm, much larger problems are of course in-
volved (see Section 7).

The toy problem is speci®ed in Table 5, where a
period of 10 080 is assumed. An illustration is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fragmentation and clustering with ¯ight dura-
tion times and the number of legs added together
gives the structures shown in Fig. 3b and Table 6.
The corresponding kernel problem is shown in

Table 5

Toy problem speci®cation

Flight Dep.

airport

Arr.

airport

Dep. time Arr. time

1 HB B 0 500

2 B C 1000 1300

3 C D 1500 1850

4 D E 4300 4870

5 E HB 5100 5500

6 HB B 1500 2000

7 B D 2200 2800

8 D HB 3500 4100

9 HB B 6000 6500

10 B D 7000 7500

11 D HB 8000 8250

Table 2

Average performance of the Potts algorithm for LD problems

Nf Na hN eff
f i hN eff

a i hRi hCPU timei
(s)

75 5 23 8 0.0 0.0

100 5 44 13 0.0 0.2

150 10 46 14 0.0 0.1

200 10 84 24 0.0 0.7

225 15 74 22 0.0 0.4

300 15 132 38 0.0 1.5

The superscript ``e�'' refers to the kernel problem, subscripts f

and a refer to respectively ¯ight and airport. The averages are

taken with 10 di�erent problems for each Nf . R is the excess

waiting-time, and the CPU time refers to DEC Alpha 2000.

Table 3

Average performance of the Potts algorithm for SMD problems

Nf Na hN eff
f i hN eff

a i hRi hCPU timei
(s)

600 40 280 64 0.0 19

675 45 327 72 0.0 35

700 35 370 83 0.0 56

750 50 414 87 0.0 90

800 40 441 91 0.0 164

900 45 535 101 0.0 390

1000 50 614 109 0.0 656

The averages are taken with 10 di�erent problems for each size.

Same notation as in Table 2.

Table 4

Average performance of the Potts algorithm for 10 runs on the

two template problems

Nf Na hN eff
f i hN eff

a i hRi hCPU timei
(s)

Type

189 15 71 24 0.0 0.6 LD

948 64 383 98 0.0 184 SMD
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Fig. 4 with the e�ective ¯ights relabeled according
to Table 6.

The total ¯ight-time is 5070, and without re-
strictions, there are two solutions with minimum
waiting-time, 5280. One consists of the rotations 1-
2, 3-4, and 5 in terms of composite ¯ights, i.e. 1-2-
3-4-5, 6-7-8, and 9-10-11 in terms of the original
¯ights. The corresponding rotation times are 5500,
2600 and 2250, respectively. The other has the
rotations 1-4, 2-3, and 5 in terms of composite
¯ights, i.e. 1-2-3-8, 6-7-4-5, and 9-10-11 in terms of
proper ¯ights, with the respective rotation times
4100, 4000, and 2250.

Appendix B. The Potts algorithm

B.1. Initialization

The initial temperature T0 is assigned a tentative
value of 1:0. If the averaged squared change of the
neurons,

�Dv�2 � 1

~N f

X
ij

�Dvij�2 � 1

~N f

X
ij

�vij�t � 1� ÿ vij�t��2;

�B:1�
is larger than 0.2 after the ®rst iteration, then the
system is reinitialized with T0 ! 2T0. If, on the
other hand, it is smaller than 0.01 the system is
reinitialized with T0 ! T0=2. In Eq. (B.1) ~N f is the
number of ¯ights minus those departing from HB.

Each neuron vi is initialized by assigning ran-
dom values to its components vij in the interval
0.8/K to 1.2/K, where K is the number of compo-
nents of the Potts neuron. The neuron is then
normalized by dividing each component by the
component sum.

Subsequently, Pij, Tij and Lij are initialized
consistently with the neuron values.

The following iteration is repeated, until one of
the termination criteria (see below) is ful®lled.

B.2. Iteration

� For each airport (in random order) do:
1. For each arrival ¯ight i, do:

(a) Update vi (Eqs. (11) and (23))
(b) Update P (Eq. (26))

2. Correct the neuron matrix by doing the
following Nnorm times:

(a) Normalize the columns of v, corre-
sponding to local departures.
(b) Normalize the rows of v, correspond-
ing to local arrivals.

� Decrease the temperature: T � kT .

We have consistently used k � 0:9 and Nnorm � 2.

B.3. Termination criteria

The updating process is terminated if

1= ~N f

X
ij

v2
ij > 0:99 and max

ij
�Dvij�2

< 0:01 and min
ij

v2
ij > 0:8; �B:2�

or

1= ~N f

X
ij

v2
ij > 0:8 and �Dv�2

> 0:000001 and max
ij
�Dvij�2

< 0:01 and min
ij

v2
ij > 0:8; �B:3�

or if the number of iterations exceeds 100.

Table 6

Toy model description after fragmentation and clustering

Comp. ¯ight Leg count Legs Dep. airport Arr. airport Dep. time Arr. time

1 3 1-2-3 HB D1 0 1850

2 2 4-5 D1 HB 4300 5500

3 2 6-7 HB D1 1500 2800

4 1 8 D1 HB 3500 4100

5 3 9-10-11 HB HB 6000 8250

The ®rst column gives the composite ¯ight label.
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B.4. Post-processing

First, the ®nal state of each neuron vi is ana-
lyzed with respect to its implied choice, de®ned by
its largest component. A check is done as to
whether a proper rotation structure results. If this
is not the case (which never happened for the
problems studied here), one may e.g. rerun the
algorithm with modi®ed parameters.

Then, each rotation is checked for legality: If
the rotation time or leg count exceeds the respec-
tive bound, a simple algorithm is employed to at-
tempt to restore legality, by swapping ¯ights
between rotations. For the few cases (�5%) where
such a correction was needed for the problems
studied here, this procedure always su�ced.

Appendix C. The problem generator

We have made two distinct problem generators,
tuned to generate problems statistically resembling
the LD or SMD templates. In both generators, a
random problem with a speci®ed number of air-
ports and ¯ights is generated as follows.

First, the ¯ight-times between airports are
chosen randomly from a distribution, based on the
relevant template problem. Then, a ¯ight schedule
is built up in the form of legal rotations starting
and ending at the HB. The waiting-times between
consecutively ¯ights are chosen in a random
fashion in the neighbourhood of T unr

wait=Nf for the
corresponding template problem.

For a speci®ed number of airports Na and
¯ights Nf , the key steps take the following form.

Generator steps

· The airports are assigned distinct probabilities,
designed to match the tra�c distribution for
the airports in the relevant template problem.

· For each pair of airports, a distance (¯ight-time)
is drawn from a prede®ned distribution.

· While the number of generated ¯ights is less
than Nf , start a new rotation from HB, then
for each leg do:

1. Choose its destination:
± If the number of legs is less than L0, draw

the destination from a prede®ned distri-

bution, where HB is chosen with a prob-
ability PHB.4, 5

± Else force the destination to be HB, and
begin a new rotation.

2. Pick the waiting-time from the prede®ned
distribution.
3. Set the ¯ight time according to the distance
table, with some random deviation.

· If any rotation time exceeds the limit, or if the
solution does not end up at the unrestricted
minimal waiting-time, generate a new problem.

The probability PHB for choosing HB as a desti-
nation is for both problem types chosen to 0.25,
except for the ®rst leg, giving on the average 5 legs
per rotation. For LD-problems, the maximum leg
count L0 is set to 15, while for the SMD problems
it is set to 25.
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